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Climate scenarios in their simplest form
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Climate scenarios in their simplest form

Net Emissions & Sequestration vs. Warming
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Fundamental relationships:
Emissions – Sequestration – Temperature
b)

Global Temperature Anomaly
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CCS Certificates is a geophysically-driven policy
How it works:
1. Producers or importers of fossil fuels within a jurisdiction required to sequester,
or pay another party to sequester, an equivalent portion of the CO2 content of
that fuel
2. Each ton stored generates a “CCS Certificate” which must be surrendered to the
regulator
3. Sequestered fraction starts small, increases in line with warming, and reaches
100% when desired global temp threshold reached
4. Industry incentivized to discover least cost means of meeting this predictably
escalating mandate
Primary aim: Incentivize CCS and a CO2-storage industry
Secondary aim: Provide a clear mechanism to bring about net-zero fossil carbon
extraction

Advantages of CCS Certificates
1. No direct taxpayer subsidy, price support mechanisms, or taxes

2. After subsidies & other support used up, full remaining burden of
CCS deployment lies with fossil fuel operators who have the
resources and expertise to discharge it
3. Regulatory burden light; most data required to implement the
scheme is already collected
4. Costs of CCS are concentrated upstream at the point of
production, allowing them to spread across the entire economy
by market forces rather than taxes
5. Can be deployed unilaterally by a country or region, as a firstmover in the absence of a global supply-side treaty.

Case Study: CCS Certificates for
an extractive economy
Norway produces…

• 50 MtCO2 of direct
emissions p.a.
• 600 MtCO2e of
extracted fossil carbon
p.a., which become
“exported emissions”

Credible climate action by
fossil fuel exporting countries
must consider net fossil carbon
extraction.

Estimating direct costs of CCS Certificates
We need to know:
1. DONE - Sequestered fraction required to meet temp threshold

2. Anticipated fossil carbon extraction
3. How much CO2 Norway must sequester
4. Forecasted costs of full-chain CCS
5. Cost of a CCS Certificates policy as a percentage of profits

2-3: How much CO2 would Norway store under a
CCS Certificates scheme?
• Norwegian oil & gas production will likely peak in mid-2020s
• 1.5°C and 2.0°C-compliant sequestration pathways dictate 50-200
MtCO2 / year sequestration volumes by 2040, depending on the
degree of global climate cooperation (rate of warming)
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3. DONE - How much CO2 Norway must sequester
4. Forecasted costs of full-chain CCS
5. Cost of a CCS Certificates policy as a percentage of profits

4: Whose CO2 would Norway transport & store?
• Primarily non-Nordic capture sites
• Industries targeted by Norway’s “full-scale CCS project” include:

• Waste Incineration

(6-12% CO2 in flue gas)

• Cement

(20-30% CO2 in flue gas)

• Chemicals

(90+% CO2 in flue gas)

• Others, e.g. steel (but notably not power plants)

4 (cont’d) …and at what per-unit sequestration cost?
• We take blended capture costs from cement, waste recovery, and chemicals
production (reflects Norway’s CCS strategy)
• A conservative forecast shows declining transport (as volume increases) and
NOAK capture (with modest learning effect) costs
• But these relatively high full-chain CCS costs can be shared…
Full-Chain CCS Costs
$200-300 / tCO2 FOAK costs for
Norwegian full-scale project
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CCS Certificate Purchasers

€10B EU Innovation Fund, 25% of which is assumed to flow to CCS projects, and assumes waste recovery
facilities are included in EU-ETS from 2025 and given credit for negative emissions (50% biogenic content=BECCS) at
the prevailing EUA price.
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Spreading sequestration costs over total production
• Even relatively high per-unit sequestration costs are manageable when
spread across all fossil fuel production

• The scenarios modeled generated spread sequestration costs less than or
comparable to a conservative forecast of EU-ETS prices
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What would CCS Certificates cost Norway?
• A 1.5°C-compliant sequestered fraction pathway would cost 5-21% of

Norway’s anticipated 2020-2045 petroleum profits.
• This cost could be fully borne by fossil fuel companies alone, by reducing
the tax rate (currently 78%) alone, or a split between the two.
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Why pursue CCS Certificates?
• No one policy is enough to incentivize CCS – We need an array of
policies, not demand-side CO2 pricing or gov subsidies alone. CCS
Certificates create a new market that demands CO2.
• Demand-side carbon pricing alone won’t get us there – Supply-side
policies like CCS Certificates may be necessary to avoid intertemporal
leakage and stay within a 1.5°C or 2.0°C carbon budget1
• Scientifically-defensible levels of net extraction help protect the value
of mineral resources – CCS Certificates are a softer alternative to
unconditional moratoria on exploration or extraction.

1see

Heal & Schenkler 2019

Why pursue CCS Certificates?

Oil & gas majors benefit from a policy that provides a
clear transition to zero-carbon fuels.
FF companies should begin thinking in terms of their
company’s sequestered fraction. Are they above or below
the required global rate?

Questions?

myles.allen@ouce.ox.ac.uk

eli.mitchell-Larson.mba19@said.oxford.edu
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Additional Slides

How are CCS costs shared?
• Conventional wisdom: capture site invest in CCS if and when CAC < CO2 price
• Our twist: share the costs more widely to generate tradeable CCS certificates
Optimistic cost-sharing assumptions

Pessimistic cost-sharing assumptions

Breakdown of 2018 EU emissions

Norway CO2 emissions – direct & embedded
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Stakeholder interview results

Equations
Sequestered Fraction:
𝐶𝑠
𝑆=
𝐶𝑒
Driving the Sequestered Fraction according to temperature:
𝑇 − 𝑇0 2
𝑆 𝑇 = 100% ×
𝑇 − 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 2
Where 𝑇0 , 𝑇, and 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 (each an average annual global mean surface temperature
anomaly relative to a 1850-1879 reference period), are the initial temperature anomaly
taken from the UK Met Office’s HadCRUT4-CW ensemble, the anomaly in a given year,
and the chosen temperature target, respectively. We use 𝑇0 = 1.08°C as of 2017 (Haustein
et al., 2017), and an idealized quadratic pathway to forecast future warming:
𝑇 𝑡 = 𝑇0 + 𝛼𝑡 − 𝛽𝑡 2

Scenarios

